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I Introduction

Simple scaling laws are usually found to simulate quite well the total energy content of a given

tokamak plasma. This contrasts drastically with the situation for local transport coefficients, since no

simple expressions depending oh local plasma parameters have been found in spite of considerable

efforts [I]. Experiments often suggest that a non local dependence exists which has been sometimes

at the origin of the so-called profile consistency [2]. Thus, one-dimension simulations of transport

have a poor predictive capability. This difficulty has been mitigated in some models by taking

expressions inversely proportional to the global confinement time multiplied by an appropriate radial

shape [3]. Standard theoretical models for heat transport are based on the computation of a saturated

non linear state of a given instability. Fluxes are then deduced by using quasilinear expressions. Such

models unavoidably give expressions of fluxes which are functions of local plasma parameters and

fail to explain all experiments.

An explanation of this behaviour is proposed here. It is based on the possibility for a turbulent

zone to spread radially in such a way that its level is no more directly related to local plasmas

parameters.The existence of radial propagation has been suggested by the plasma response to a pellet

injection in some tokamaks where a cold front is observed to propagate radially faster than the pellet

itself [4]. Recently, it has been evoked as "noise pumping" [5] in order to explain the L-H transition

in JET [6]. There was also some evidence of a non local behavior of the turbulence in TEXT since

the interior fluctuations seem to depend rather on edge conditions than on bulk gradients during

electron-cyclotron resonance heating experiments [7]. A simple explanation of turbulence propagation

relies on mode coupling processes. Indeed, each Fourier component of a turbulence in a tokamak is

expected to be localized near its resonant surface. If these components overlap and if there is a

coupling between them, any burst of turbulence will propagate. This system is formally similar to a

set of coupled oscillators. Two sources of coupling exist in a tokamak: the toroidal geometry which

couples two adjacent poloidal wavenumbers, and the non linear mode coupling which couples modes

of a triad. A model based on toroidal mode coupling has first been proposed [8] which accounted

well for the observed front velocity during pellet injection. However, a competition betwen toroidal

and non linear mode coupling is expected [9,1O]. The aim of this paper is to propose the minimal

model which allows a realistic estimate of these effects. Alternative mechanisms based on a coupling

through the equilibrium gradients [11], large scale fluctuations of the radial electric field [12] or the

existence of large scale fluctuations [13] are discarded here.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A simple fluid model relying on electron

drift waves is described in section II. Tractable equations are obtained by supposing that each Fourier

component is radially localized and exhibits a standard shape. An analytical model expressing the

radial propagation of turbulence in the two extreme cases where the toroidal or the non linear mode



coupling is dominant is derived in section III. In the fourth section, numerical simulations involving

transient and stationary situations are presented. A conclusion follows.

II The model

In this computation the magnetic surfaces are assumed to be circular and concentric. The

coordinates are the minor radius r, the poloidal angle 9 and the toroidal angle (p. The potential

perturbation is written as a sum of Fourier components.

U(x,t)=^UL(r-rL,t) exp i(m9+n<p) where L=m,n (1)
L

The UL's are assumed to be localized around resonant surfaces r=rL where the safety factor
is q = -m/n. The widths WL of the modes U^ are assumed to fulfill the following inequalities

d < WL < ps L5TLn (2)

where d=qor/ns is a typical distance between resonant surfaces, p^m^TJmJeB is an effective ion
Larmor radius. The first inequality means that the Fourier components UL are broad enough to allow
an overlapping of adjacent modes with a given toroidal wavenumber n. It is a condition for the
toroidal coupling to occur. A consequence of this constraint is that the radial derivatives are much
smaller than the poloidal derivatives and can be neglected. The second inequality means that the
functions UL are narrow enough for the ion Landau damping to be negligible. The physics beyond
these assumptions is that each UL is fed by electrons on the resonant surface and the width is
determined by mode-mode coupling [14]. These inequalities are not essential but they allow a
tractable computation. In such conditions, the shear does not prevent the use of the Hasegawa-Mima
equations.

The electron density response ncL is the sum of the adiabatic term plus a resonant term located around
the resonant surface 5L(r-rL).

^(r-rL,t) = - ̂ - UL(r-rL,t) ( l-iSL(r-rL,t)) (3)

where T and n0 are the unperturbed temperature and density. Within the frame of the cold ion
approximation, the dominant terms of the ion continuity equation are

+ V-(Ii1 VE) + j Ps + vE. V V2U =0 (4)

where



BxVU
VE =-^~

is the electric drift. The toroidal curvature effects are introduced through the second term of this

equation, i.e.
2VU (E VB\

V.(n; VE) = VE. Vn; + - g - . ' B - ' o

The last term of Eq.4 represents the linear and non linear polarisation drift. Using the plasma

quasineutrality and the electron response, one gets the following equation

(I+ VE-V)0 - i5 - P?v2)u + v;.vu- vge.vu = o

where V* = -^ ( |j*-jp- is the electron diamagnetic velocity, Vge = ̂  ( B"X~B~ J is the curvature

drift velocity and 5 must be understood as a convolution operator in the real space. The Fourier

transform of the above expression may be written

L'+L"=L

= -Te/eBLn

L±l = (m±l,n)

This equation, which is close to the Hasegawa-Mima equation [15], may be considered as a

prototype, which includes the basic ingredients of toroidal and non linear mode coupling. It cannot

be easily handled numerically because of its three dimensional structure. In the present paper the

coupling between modes is investigated rather than their exact shape. To simplify this analysis, each

Fourier component is assumed to exhibit a standard radial shape

T 2
-^Y UL(r-rL,t) = T| uL(t) exp - (^] (6)
P e

s

where the width w is assumed to be independent of L, and rL is the position of the n,m resonant

surface (rL=ndm/n +cte). The parameter TJ is a number giving the turbulence level normalized to the

mixing length level. An approximate equation for the time evolution of each Fourier component UL

can then be obtained by multiplying Eq.(5) by exp-fr-rj/w)2 exp-i(m9+n(p) and integrating in space:

^UL = ^LUL + ̂  ("L+I + "L-I)+ \ X SL-L- UL- UL- = O . (7)
~ L'+L"=L

where m is a reference poloidal wave number, the frequencies are normalized to (m/r)V* and



QL= (m/m) fl - e* (m/m)2 + iSL) (8a)

5^L1L" BL'L" exPp 2 *• AL'L" BL'L"[ (8b)
îf n l

. .„. m
AL-L" = n I ~ - TTT

2 I _»2 . — "2/•—• i ^* »\ I _» . —_ (n +n ) +n +n
jw ii n = «LL (n'+n")2

(8f)

-5Î ._qor - _ m. /g \

ns

This equation has been obtained at lowest order in e , 5 and en and the toroidal term has been
simplified (m has been supposed to be close to nq0). Note also that the equilibrium is a simple one

here: the safety factor q0, the shear s and the gradient length Ln are considered as constant. This

means that the mode coupling terms due to profile effects are discarded here.

in Behaviour of solutions

HI-I Linear equation

Let us first consider equation (7) without toroidal or non linear mode coupling. Then the solution of

the linear dispersion relation is recovered, COL
 = (^A1) Ve QL= (m/r) Ve [ 1 - e (m/rh) + i8L I

Including now the effect of toroidal coupling, a solution can be written as a ballooning test function

UL(O = UH exp - icoLt exp(-iroat +imaj (9)

Where coa is a frequency shift due to toroidal coupling and a a phase factor. The !attest term can be

considered as an envelope of the linear mode which is a travelling wave of frequency coa and
wavevector o/d. A direct substitution in (7) leads to the dispersion relation coa = 2 (m/r) V* en cosa.

The group velocity of the envelope can then be easily deduced

(10)
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The physical meaning of this velocity is that any perturbation oa a single Fourier mode travels

radially at this velocity.

III-2 Non-linear equation

Let us now consider equation (7) without any toroidal coupling

L'+L"=L

The coefficients gi/L" verify the following symmetries
gL" L' = SL1L"
g-LL' _ §L"-L _ SL1L"

n'2-n2"n2-n"2 n"2-n'2

g-LL1 + eL"-L + SL-L- = O
with L=L'+L". Thus, the first moment, that will be called "energy",

E-7luLu*L (13)
L

and the second one ("enstrophy")

are evolving as follows

3E

(14)
L

v1 c *
^= L5LuLu*L

aw V . . . ,2 s *- - = Zw (m/m) ÔL ULU*L

Without excitation and dissipation, the moments E and W are time invariants.

No straightforward dispersion relation can be obtained as in the toroidal case. Nevertheless, a
propagation mechanism exists by coupling neighbouring modes located on close magnetic surfaces.
Two situations may then occur:

-there is a correlation between turbulent phases, and the propagation is a convection,

-the phases are close to random numbers and a diffusive process is expected.

The attention will be focused on the latter situation. The energy exchange between modes can then be
described by using a direct-interaction approximation (DIA) plus a Markovian closure assumption

[16,17,18]. In this frame, it is indeed possible to write an equation over IL(t)=luL(t)l under the form

3 1 X1

9E1L = J 2-In gL,: " TL'L" {gL'L" 1L' 1L" + gL'-L 1L' 1L + g-LL" 1L 1L") (15)
Lt ,Ij

L'+L"=L



where

YL-+L" + Y L -
and

YL= - gL-L» TL-L- f gL--L IL- + g-LL- 1L-) <17)
L'.L" l J

L'+L"=L

Note that it is not the aim of this paper to test the DIA technique. This method is rather considered as

the simplest tractable model which conserves the basic symmetries (energy and enstrophy

conservation) and provides useful orders of magnitude. For the sake of simplicity, it has been

supposed that the broadening frequencies YL a*6 much larger than the linear frequencies QL- ̂ n wnat

follows, each mode is labelled by its toroidal wavenumber n, and the slope |J.=m/n - q0 instead of

the poloidal number m (p. is much smaller than q0 in usual conditions). Note that
m' m n" . /10 ,
^-- = -An (18a)

m" m n' , / I Q K \
F-IT = -TT A^ (18b)

where A|i=m7n' - m"/n" is the difference of slope between the modes L1 and L" . In this system of

coordinates, the coefficients gL.L- are given by

gL'L" = g(n',n",An) = g" ~^ nA|i B(n',n") expj - j X n2 Au.2 B(n',n")| (19)
n *• ~ '

B(n, nll) =
 ( n ' + n + n " 2 (20)

The notations TL.L..=T(n',n",p.',u,") and YL=Y(n'M-) WM ̂ 50 be used, and the time dependence will

be implicit in order to simplify the formulas. The quantity of interest here is the average 1((J.) of IL

over a magnetic surface lql=m/n. This average will be defined as

100 = Z Ij4 Kn,|i) (21)
n r

The spectrum I(n,|J.) must decrease faster that n , if the enstrophy has to be a well defined quantity.

When replacing a sum over m1 by a sum over A(J., a Jacobian ln'n"l/lnl must be included. The

following equation over I^ is then obtained

InVI g2(n',n",An)" ~(n',n",An) _/ , „ . n" . n'

^^~ T 'n ** * 5^ ' ^

+ (n'2 - (n'+n")2) I(n'+n",ji) lfn',u. + Ap. p^pr (22)

+ ( (n'+n")2 - n"2) I(n'+n» lfn",n - AM- -

As expected, it may be verified (see appendix) that



. I11 = O (23)

which expresses the energy conservation. This suggests that the time evolution equation over I(|l)

involves the divergence of a flux. If modes are radially localized, i.e. if the product Xh in Eq.(19) is

larger than one, an expansion with respect to A|i up to the second order yields the conservation

equation
3lYn\ ,̂H.'î

= O (24)

where <()(ji) can be expressed as a function of derivatives of I(n,|0.) and y(n,p.) (see apendix).

However, Eq.(24) is still hardly tractable. A further approximation consist of assuming a separable

shape for I(n,n), i.e., I(n,|i) can be written as the product of a local amplitude I(|i) by a normalized

toroidal spectrum f(n)
I(n,^) = f(n) I(n) (25)

with, from Eq.(21),
V In' et -v i
L -f(n)=l
n n2

In this particular case, it may be verified that
Y(n,:i) = y(n)[l(n)]1/2 (26)

and
T(n',n",^) = T(n',n") [lUO]'1'2 (27)

with
TCn'.n")'1 = Yfn'+n") + y(n') + y(n") (28)

The expresion of the flux can be simplified and written under the form

where

T2(n',n") f(n') f(n") [(n'-n")Y(n'+n") + n'Y(n') - n"y(n")] (30)

The sign of D is not obvious. However, in the usual case where y(n) is an increasing function of n,

this coefficient is positive. This may be seen as follows: assuming that f(n) behaves as lnl'a and

Y(n)=lnlb, the DIA link Eq.(17) between y(n) and T(n',n") implies that 2b+a=8. The convergence of

the enstrophy requires that the coefficient a must be larger than 4. Using these scaling, a numerical

estimate of the sum shows that D is positive if b is positive, i.e., if the broadening frequency y(n)

increases with the toroidal wavevector n.

Investigating the time evolution of a perturbation T^1 near a stationary spectrum I^ leads to

'2T.) " (3D



which is a diffusive equation. A dimensional analysis of Eq.(17) shows that tfn) behaves as gA3/4.

This means that the coefficient D scales as gA.7/4, i.e. as T| (p/d) (w/d)3/2. It must be stressed here

that this result is true if if the parameter gA.3/4 is large enough to ensure the broadening frequencies

YL to be larger than the linear frequencies QL- This is not surprising since the non linear propagation

is expected to increase with the turbulence level TI and the mode radial width w. Note that this result

is specific of a drift wave turbulence in tokamaks, since it relies on two important features of this

kind of turbulence:

- the time invariance of E = 1/2 Y IL in the marginal case, which implies that the time

variation of I^ equals the divergence of a flux.L

- the radial localization of modes which induces matrix elements gL-L" which are

localizing with respect of the difference of slopes m"/n" - m'/n'.

IV Numerical simulations

IV.l Numerical scheme

The system of equations (7) is solved with a modified Adams-Bashforth scheme, which is a

predictor-corrector scheme [19]. The accuracy in the non linear regime has been tested by decreasing

the time step until a convergence is reached for the amplitudes and the phases of the UL(I)'S. The time

evolution of the energy and enstrophy defined in section I has been checked with a relative accuracy

better than I0~5 per unit time. Typically, the required time step is of order 10~3.

The grid for the numerical simulation contains all modes m,n in a cone determined by
nmin - n - nmax ^d Qmin ^m/n< qmax.Note that for each L=(m,n), the slope q=-m/n gives the
safety factor, i.e. the radial position.

IV.2 Turbulence propagation

For this numerical experiment, the grid is determined by nmin=5, nmax=15, qmin=l-6, 0^^=2.4,

and m=21, n=10 (fig.l). The other parameters are X=0.2, ep=0.3. At t=0, the amplitudes are

initialized to one in a upper cone bounded by 2.2<q<2.4. This forced turbulence then propagates

towards lower angles. An example of some signals is given in fig.2. The average time T* necessary

for modes on a magnetic surface to reach a level 5.10'3 as a function of q is then computed. Three

cases of propagation have been investigated:

- through the toroidal coupling only (£„=0.3, g=0)

- through the non linear coupling only (En=O, g=0.45)

- through both the toroidal and nonlinear coupling (E17=0.3, g=0.45) "
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The results are displayed in the Fig.3. In the first case, it is recovered that the propagation time T* is

a linear function of q, corresponding to a convection. A least squares fit is indeed

q=2.05-0.07t*1-04. The numerical value 0.07 of the convection velocity agrees well with the

theoretical estimate 26^=0.06 of the group velocity. On the contrary, T*(q) is close to a parabolic

function of q in the case where the propagation is due to the non linear mode coupling. A fit of the

data is q=2.05-O.OlT*°-55. In other words, the propagation looks like a diffusive process, much

slower than the propagation due to the toroidal mode coupling. When both mechanisms are involved,

the toroidal mode coupling dominates, so that the propagation is essentially a convection. This case is

however particular since the turbulence is propagating through a zero level background of

fluctuations. In other words, it describes the propagation of a srong turbulent front. In such a

situation, the non linear propagation is clearly underestimated. To investigate a more realistic case,

the following numerical calculation has been performed.

Starting from a stationary turbulent system (5L=0), with an average level of order 1, the

amplitude of modes within a subcone 2.2<q<2.4 is increased up to a value of order 5 within a short

time Oess then one per cent of the shortest period). The propagation of this pulse is then investigated

by using a similar technique, the time t*(q) being the average time necessary to reach the level of 1.5

on the line of slope q (fig.4). The scattering of points is larger than in the previous case. The toroidal

propagation velocity is unchanged, while the non linear propagation is faster, as expected. Thus,

although the toroidal mode coupling is still the fastest process, one may imagine highly turbulent

regime where the non linear propagation is dominant. In the non linear regime, it is difficult to

determine the nature of the propagation (convection or diffusion). Nevertheless, it is possible u>

analyse the behavior of the time t*(q) at a given q, namely q=1.7, with respect to plasma parameters.

If the propagation is diffusive, l/"\ T* must be proportional to the diffusion coefficient D. The

behavior of 1/"VT* with respect to the parameters g and IA is indicated in fig.5. It indicates that 1/"Vt*

increases with g and IA. These trends are compatible with the theoretical result obtained in section

ni-2. However, the increase with IA is less than expected (IA7'4). This may indicate that when IA

increases, the random phase approximation breaks down.

IV.3 Edge feeding of a turbulence

Once it has been shown that a turbulence can propagate, it may be expected that the level of

fluctuation at one place depend on the sources of instabilities located elsewhere. This may be verified

by looking at the radial shape of a turbulence when edge modes are unstable while bulk modes are

stable. For a mesh determined by nmin=3, nmax=15, qmin=1.6, qmax=2A this has been performed

by setting positive 5L=0.025 in a subdomain bounded by 4<n<l 2,2.2<q<2,4, and negative values

(5L=-0.025) elsewhere (see fig.6). The other parameters are X=0.2, ep=0.3, m=20, n=9, g=0.9 and

A,=0.2. The profile of I(q) normalized to its maximum value is given in fig.7 in a situation without

toroidal coupling (En=O-O). The level of turbulence decreases from the edge towards the bulk. As
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expected, the range of propagation is larger when the toroidal coupling is switched on (en=0.1).

Clearly, the level of turbulence is not negligible in the bulk. The transport coefficients are expected

here to depend on the gradients at the edge.

V Conclusion

It has been shown in this paper that mode coupling provides an efficient mechanism for the

propagation of turbulence in tokamaks. Although this has been illustrated with a simplified fluid

model, the mains results are believed to be generic for most of the turbulence models in tokamak

plasmas. A comparison between toroidal and non linear mode coupling indicates that the first

mechanism corresponds to a convection while the second one is associated to a diffusion. The

toroidal mode coupling seems to be the most efficient, in the sense that it corresponds to the shortest

time scale. This in agreement with the experimental estimates of the turbulence propagation after a

pellet injection [18]. However, an overcome of the toroidal mode coupling by the non linear mode-

mode coupling may occur in highly turbulent situations. The existence of propagation processes

arises the question of non locality of the turbulence. It may be expected that the fluctuation level at

some place depend on destabilizing sources located elsewhere due to those effects. Some preliminar

simulations indicate that these effects are possible. Nevertheless, the range of propagation is

particularly large in these simulations due to the low wavectors chosen here. Lower values of the

range of propagation are likely in tokamak plasmas where the average wave toroidal vector is of

order 50. However, such non local effects could persist and may explain some of the surprising

features of the turbulence which are sometimes observed.
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APPENDIX

Using the transformations

n'-m',n"-Hn'+n"), n'+n"->-n", A(i-> AU n7(n'+n")

and
n'-Hn'+n"), n"->n", n'+n"-»-n', A|i-> A(I n7(n'+n")

the Eq.(22) reads

T^ =^g2- S In'n"! B2(n',n") n2 (n"2 - n'2) An2 exp{ -X ft2 B(n',n") A^
OL 2* — 6 . ..

n nn AU

[(n"2 - n'2) F(iT,iT,n,An) + (n'2 ' (n'+n")2) Ffn',n",n + A^ ̂ , A Jl) +

+ ((n'+n")2 - n"2) F(n',n",*i - AU ̂ r, AUJ J

where

Fdi'.iT.n'.n") = T(n',n"^',^") I(n',n') I(n",ji")

and

F(n',n",mA^) = Ffn'.n"^+ A^ ^~,[l - A(I j^j

This expression allows a straightforward verification of the energy time invariance

If the parameter X is larger than 1/n , the exponential in the above expression is a localizing function

and all other functions may be developed with respect to A)O. near zero. The latter condition expresses

that modes are sufficiently localized in the radial direction, Le. their width w does not exceed a few

times the distance between resonant surfaces. Performing a development with respect to Ap. up to the

second order and integrating over AU yields the following equation

MQi) + _ Q
3t

where

- (n'+2n") (

Using that

T-V.n-.n'.n")

this flux may also be written
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'"'""' "' "" (n'+"") 2

•) «.MO

(n',n) - (2n'+n")y(n",n)]l
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l: Mesh for the propagation of a turbulent front. Black points correspond to modes which are set

equal to one at the initial time. Other modes are set to zero at t=0.

Fig.2: Time evolution of three modes n=14 and m=30,28,26. The parameters are X=0.2, ep=0.3,

m=21, n=10. The time is normalized to the diamagnetic frequency (rn/r)Ve. This case correponds to

en=0, and g=0.45 (see fig.3).

Fig.3: Propagation through a zero level turbulence: average time necessary for modes on a magnetic

surface to reach a level 5.10'3 (same parameters as fig.2). Three cases are investigated: toroidal

coupling (en=0.3, g=0), non linear coupling (en=0, g=0.45), toroidal and nonlinear coupling

(en=0.3, g=0.45). The fits correspond to q=2.05 - 0.07T*1'04 in the toroidal case and

q=2.05 - O.Olt*0'55 in the non linear case.

Fig.4: Propagation through a finite level stationary turbulence : average time necessary for modes on

a magnetic surface to reach a level 1.5. Three cases are investigated: toroidal coupling (en=0.3,

g=0), non linear coupling (En=O, g=0.45), toroidal and nonlinear coupling (en=0.3, g=0.45). The

fits correspond to q=2.2-0.06T*L02 in the toroidal case and q=2.2-0.08t*a45 in the non linear case.

Fig.5: Inverse of V T* versus the parameters g and

Fig.6: Mesh for a stationary case with a feeding by an edge turbulence. Black points correspond to

linearly unstable modes with 5L=0.025, and circles correspond to stable modes with 5L=-0.025.

Fig.7: Average profile I(q) normalized to the edge value. The parameters are k=0.2, ep=0.3, m=20,

n=9, g=0.9 and X=0.2. Black points correspond to a case without toroidal coupling (En=O) and

circles to a case with toroidal coupling (En=O.!).
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